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field contributions of individual current turns. The
calculation of field in space (off-axis form) requires field
formulas that involve elliptic integrals or other complicated
expressions that have to be approximated somehow [3,4].
In the particular case the task is to evaluate the values
of magnetic field induction at each point of the area of
space enclosed into the coil with sizes according to the
above Fig. 1. For the axial symmetry of the generated low
frequency magnetic field the calculations can be performed
only for the section perpendicular to the coil plain and
going through the center of the coil.
To achieve better effectiveness of the calculations as
well as to decrease the memory necessary to store the
results, the values of magnetic induction are evaluated only
for one half of this section (right half).
The same restriction is applied to the visualization of
filed distribution be default. But the user can obtain the full
image – low frequency magnetic field distribution in all 2D
area without great increasing of the execution time.
Magnetic induction B is stored together with its two
ingredients – radial component Bρ and axial component
Bz for a future use to obtain vector form of accumulated
field data. The magnetic induction B generated by a
separate turn with radius R at an arbitrary point M in the
girdle coil (Fig. 1b) is calculated using a method based on
magnetic vector-potential [5,6].

Introduction
It’s well known that the space configuration of low
frequency magnetic field in the patient’s area is very
important in the process of magnetotherapy. Therefore the
precise calculations of low frequency magnetic field as
well as an easy-to-understand visualization of field
distribution over the patient’s area are of great importance
for the reliability and predictability in the process of
experimental measurement of magnetic induction of the
constructed electromagnetic device.
An electromagnetic device (girdle coil) has been
constructed for use as a therapeutic tool in
magnetotherapy. The presented software decision exposes
a low frequency magnetic field solver that allows
evaluating the field strength throughout the volume
influenced by the coil. A developed visualization tool
provides both the histogram and a colored map of a low
frequency magnetic field distribution that demonstrates the
effectiveness of this coil with big sizes (Fig. 1a)
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Fig. 1a. Girdle coil for magnetotherapy
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The evaluation of the low frequency magnetic field
distribution and its visualization is a difficult task and
usually requires a lot of time depend on the environment
geometry and applied visualization techniques [1,2].
Additionally fields are often represented as large sums of
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Fig. 1b. Calculation of magnetic induction around the girdle coil
for magnetotherapy
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offsetIntoTurn = selectedPoint % dTurn.

(1)

Then for the current turn the value of zDist parameter
is evaluated as:

(2)

zDist = offsetIntoTurn – rTurn.
(3)

Next for each turn that occupies position into the coil
over the current turn the value of zDist parameter is
calculated as:

where K and L are full elliptical integrals; R is the radius
of the girdle coil (Fig. 1b); ρ is the radius of an imaginary
turn of the arbitrary point M (Fig. 1b); z is the vertical axis
(Fig. 1b); i is the value of current in the girdle coil; µ0 is
the absolute magnetic permeability.
The key equations used to calculate the two
components components Bρ and Bz of magnetic induction
B in an arbitrary point in the girdle coil are (1), (2) and (3):
For calculations optimization the area of plain that is
enclosed (influenced) into the coil is divided into a number
of vertical lines. Distance between the vertical lines
determines the level of detail of the magnetic field image.
This distance is a parameter, named offsetHor and is
entered interactively by the user. The number of vertical
lines nVertLines is calculated through dividing the radius
of the coil (RCoil) by the offsetHor. ach vertical line is
defined as a collection of points at which the magnetic
induction values have to be calculated. The distance
between points that belong to each vertical line can be
specified interactively by the user and determines the
precision of field calculation as well as the quality (levelof-detail) of the field image; this distance is a parameter
named offsetVert. The algorithm for evaluating the
magnetic field for the planar area of spaced influenced of a
field can be seen in Fig. 2.
The field is visualized as a histogram [2,3]. The
histogram consists of a number of boxes with the same
gray color but with different size in X-axis that is
proportional for each box to the value of magnetic
induction B calculated at the low left corner of the box.
The proportion is formed as:
((B – minB). koef). xScale,

converted to integer data type, where: koef
xScale is calculated on-fly as
xScale = offsetHor/(maxB – minB).

for(k = nomTurn + 1; k < hCoil/dTurn; k++)
{ zDist = k * 10 + rTurn – selectedPoint; . . . }.
At last for each turn from turn N 0 up to current turn
(without current turn) the value of zDist parameter is
calculated as:
for(k = 0; k < nomTurn; k++)
{ zDist = selectedPoint – k * 10 – rTurn . . . }.
For each calculated zDist the corresponding value of
magnetic induction is evaluated and added to the final
value for the selected point. Algorithm for magnetic
induction superposition for a selected point is shown in
Fig. 3.
Implementation
The magnetic induction value can be calculated at
each point in the space using the BEveryWhere() method
exposed by the FieldCalc class.
Begin
Vertical line = 0 (z-axis)

Invoke method CalcBVertLine()

VerticalLine <
rCoil/offsetHor

(4)

VerticalLine += 1

= 1.0e+9.
(5)

Invoke method MinMaxB() for all the area

For the coil consists of a lot of turns the magnetic
induction B into each point of each vertical line have to be
calculated as a superposition of partial
magnetic
inductions generated by all the ingredient turns. For their
evaluation the values of ρ and z parameters are required.
Value of ρ parameter does not change for the particular
vertical line; between the consequent vertical lines this
parameter increases by value of offsetHor parameter,
specified by the user. The main task is to determine the
value of distance on z axis (zDist parameter) from the
selected point to each turn in the coil. For this purpose the
special algorithm is created. First step is to determine the
sequential number of the turn to which the selected point
belongs (current turn) and the offset of the selected point
into current turn the corresponding zDist-value:

Evaluate the scale factor for visualization

Draw a histogram or a colored map
End

Fig. 2. Algorithm for magnetic field evaluation

The field distribution (histogram) is visualized into a
Windows Forms control. For this Panel control a graphics
object is created and a transform is applied as shown in Fig
4. The goal of the transform is to move the center of the
coordinate system at the low end center of the coil in order
to decrease the memory needed to store the program’s

numTurn = selectedPoint / dTurn
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data. To perform the transformation needed
transformation matrix of the following form is created:

a

Experimental results
The presented article illustrates one approach to
calculate and visualize a low frequency magnetic field
distribution in 2D. The field is used for therapeutic
purposes in magnetotherapy and is generated by a coil with
a radius R into the range 200mm – 300mm. The coil
consists of a number of current turns with the radius 1 mm.

gr.Transform = new Matrix(1,0,0,1,panel1.size.
Width/2,(panel1.Size.Height-1)) .
Begin

roVertLine = verticalLine * offsetHor
a) initial values
selectedPoint = 0

1
BSum = 0;
nomTurn = selectedPoint / dTurn;
offsetIntoTurn = selectedPoint % dTurn
x
y

zDist = offsetIntoTurn – rTurn
b) zDist and B
for the current
turn

Invoke method BEveryWhere() for selected point and the
current turn and add the result to the sum
bSum += BEveryWhere(roVertLine, zDist)

x

k = nomTurn + 1
c) zDist and B for
all turns from
current turn to
turn N 0

zDist = k * 10 + rTurn - selectedPoint

y

Invoke method BEveryWhere() for selected point and the next turn
over the current turn and add the result to the sum
bSum += BEveryWhere(roVertLine, zDist)

K < HCoil/dTurn

k ++

Fig. 4. The transformation applied to the Panel control

For field calculation are adopted formulas and method
described in [1]. These formulas allow the magnetic
induction B to be evaluated at an arbitrary point. Two
algorithms are created that concern:
 The generation of points of interest (points at
which the magnetic induction will be evaluated)
by subdividing the area influenced by the field;
 The superposition of local fields generated by the
individual turns to obtain the sum value of B at
each point selected.

k=0
zDist = selectedPoint – k * 10 - rTurn

d) zDist and B
for all turns
from turn N0
to current turn

Invoke method BEveryWhere() for selected point and the next turn
below the current turn and add the result to the sum
bSum += BCalc(BCalc(roVertLine, zDist)

k < nomTurn

k ++

Store the calculated total bSum for the selectedPoint
selectedPoint <
hCoil

bList
selectedPoint += offsetVert

1
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End

Fig. 3. Algorithm for calculating the final value of magnetic
induction for selected point of an arbitrary vertical line
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After the transform there is no more need to store the
(x,y)-coordinate pairs of the points; x-coordinate is equal
to the sequential number of vertical line and y-coordinate
is calculated on-fly by adding offsetVert parameter value.
The main data structure of the program is the bList
collection each element of which is a separate collection as
shown in Fig. 5.
The number of elements of bList collection
corresponds to the number of vertical lines The collection
for each vertical line contains elements that are objects of
MemberB class; number of elements corresponds to the
number of points into which the magnetic induction has to
be calculated and stored. MemberB class is a simple type
that consists of two private fields to store the magnetic
induction calculated and the corresponding color, a
constructor and properties.

MemberB object
Bro
Bz
BColor

Fig. 5. Data storage retrieval

Additionally, the second algorithm presented is
designed in such a way to allow regulation of the precision,
expressed as pixels per turn, for the filed calculation and
visualization.
The algorithms are implemented in C# programming
language using .NET environment. Field calculations are
performed only for the right half of the section,
perpendicular to the coil plane, which passes through the
Z-axis. The results of field calculation (magnetic
induction ingredients and a magnitude) are stored into a
“collection of collections” data structure as shown in Fig.5.
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visually evaluate the strength of the field into the
influenced area of space.
The presented algorithms are developed in such a
way to allow performing of more common evaluations in
cases of field generated of multiple coils along the same zaxis.
The data structures developed for geometric and
calculated data representation are designed to store both
radial Bρ and axial Bz components of magnetic induction
for future visualization of a vector field in 2D and 3D. At
the implementation stage the data structures are chosen in
such a way to allow data to be shared between different
applications and transferred through Internet.

Results of field calculations are visualized as a
histogram (Fig. 6) with a level of detail specified by the
user.
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Fig. 6. Histogram of value of magnetic induction in the right half
of girdle coil

Conclusions and future work
Visualization and calculation of the space
configuration of low frequency magnetic field in the
patient’s area is of great importance as preliminary result
not only for the process of experimental measurement of
the value of magnetic induction in magnetotherapy, but for
evaluation of the effectiveness of developed
electromagnetic devices, also. Additionally these two
processes can be used to assist the design of such devices.
Into the particular case of therapeutic magnetic field the
calculation and visualization are intended to allow the user
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